
Duskland: The Web Series Participation Agreement 

Thank you for your interest in participating in Duskland: The Web Series.  It’s an exciting time for Raw 

Footage Films and Unity films as we work together to produce this ambitious project.  The following form contains 

information that pertains to the web series and Duskland creative property as a whole, and is a binding agreement 

to keep that information confidential unless granted written permission by Unity Films or Raw Footage Films 

(represented by Tyler LaTendresse and Andrew T.S. Bedgood respectively). 

I, ______________________________, acknowledge and understand that Duskland and all derivative 

works is the creative property of Andrew T.S. Bedgood and is used under license to Unity Films for Duskland: The 

Web Series.  Raw Footage Films (which shall, throughout the remainder of this document, be referred to as “RFF”) is 

a trademark of Andrew T.S. Bedgood.  Unity Films LLC (which shall, throughout the remainder of this document, be 

referred to as “UF”) is a trademark of Tyler LaTendresse.  I acknowledge and understand that Duskland: The Web 

Series is a shared trademark of RFF and UF; RFF and UF are represented by Andrew T.S. Bedgood and Tyler 

LaTendresse respectively.  Any derivative works of Duskland: The Web Series are the creative properties of RFF and 

UF.  I claim no ownership in any part of Duskland, Duskland: The Web Series, RFF, UF, nor any derivative works or 

creations owned and/or curated by RFF and/or UF. 

RFF and UF are not entitled to provide compensation of monetary or any other value to any participant 

involved with the development of Duskland: The Web Series in any capacity.  I, ______________________________, 

understand that my involvement in the development of Duskland: The Web Series is voluntary in nature and I do not 

expect to receive any compensation of any sort for my participation.  Should RFF and UF decide to provide me 

compensation for my participation, I understand that said compensation is not a required payment for my 

contribution, which is a voluntary, non-compensated role. 

I, ______________________________, am permitting RFF and UF to use my name, likeness, voice, and any 

other attributes or provided service as captured in still images, video, audio, or any other medium during the 

production of Duskland: The Web Series.  These resources as captured on any recording or image capture medium 

are the property of RFF and UF for use in Duskland: The Web Series, any special features (including, but not limited 

to, documentaries regarding the making of episodes, “blooper” reels, and promotional pieces), and any derivative 

works.  If the resources obtained during my participation in Duskland: The Web Series are to be used in any creative 

works not related to Duskland: The Web Series, I understand that said resources are the property of RFF and UF and 

can be used in any projects that feature the involvement of RFF or UF.  

I, ______________________________, understand that in signing this agreement I am not guaranteed a 

role in the production of Duskland: The Web Series in any capacity.  In signing this agreement, I am stating that I 

willingly accept the terms presented by RFF and UF and will abide by those guidelines and any other terms that are 

presented during the term of my potential participation in developing Duskland: The Web Series.  I understand that 

in signing this agreement, I am volunteering my services, should they be requested, and do not expect compensation 

of any kind for my involvement.  I understand that if I am insulted, disgruntled, or displeased in any way with my 

involvement with Duskland: The Web Series, I am free to cease involvement at any time; any cessation of 

involvement does not negate the terms of this agreement. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Name of volunteer Signature Date 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Andrew T.S. Bedgood (Raw Footage Films) Signature Date 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Tyler LaTendresse (Unity Films LLC) Signature Date 


